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CHAPTER - III

DOCTRINE

OF

YBATAS

Statement and Interpretation
As we have noted in the previous pages, the philoso
phical doctrines have been espoused and interpreted.
According to Kanakamara, Karakanda had unflinching faith
in the doctrines propounded by greatest philosophers and
'

above all the efficacious results of Anuvratas and Gunavratas which are the very matrix of Jain disciplinary life
both for saints and householders.

Kanakamara in V sandhis,

discusses the value of these Vratas.
i

We shall critically analyse and evaluate the role
played by the rigorous and categorical nature of Jain vratas.

\

Any compromise in observance of jain rules is to de-value
the dignity and decency of ethical life.

All great reli

gions of the world have emphasised the value of morality
and the rules and regulations subsumed under ethics.

The

most categorical laws of ethics have been analysed and
evaluated by the jain philosophers.

In no other system of

Indian philosophy, there is no much emphasis on the rules
to be scrupulously followed as in jainism.
t

It is no

exaggeration to say - no ethics, no spiritual progress.

\
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To develop the innate powers in man, the jainas have incul
cated a system of ethical rules, sub-rules and present a
huge picture of mathematically calculated rules and regula
tions with their resultants.

No doubt jain ethics is the core of jainism.

It is

very difficult to decide either ethics is a basis of meta
physics or metaphysics is the basis of ethics.

Just as the

famous controversy was in vogue in an European philosophy,
centred around Kantian philosophy, the controversy was
whether Kant emphasised more on ethics or on metaphysics.

Jainism is frankly realistic and pluralistic.

The

main object of human reflection is the analysis of what is
Real.

Man is real.

Man as such is not unreal as the horn

of hare or the son of a barren woman.
jainism studies man in his totality.

In such a vain,
The total development

of man or total perfection through rigorous ethical path is
the aim of jainism.

Jainism enunciates the views about

what man is, and what the universe is composed of; it also
inculcates a way of life.

There is no dichitomy between

a view of life and a way of life.

The values of life which

are very much real in implicit form, require certain set of
Rules, which mould the character of man.
a fantastic codification of rules.

This pre-supposes

The values that are
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inherent have to be actualised in order that a human being
becomes a true Jain in correct sense.

This process of

actualisation of inherent powers of human being, imply a
set of vratas.

Briefly put, we find in jainism there is

emphasis in the actualisation of the ideals, and not
idealisation of the actual.

Muni Kanakamara has systemati

cally espoused the ethical principles in Karakanda Cariu.

Like Samantabhadra who had inculcated the emerative
need of the vratas in his Ratnakarandaka ^
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In a similar vain Somadeva, in his Yasastilaka, has discussed
the need of virtues for spiritual progress.
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He defines vrata

i2

In other words, vrata is the very matrix of Samyaktva and
it is )o£, two kinds - Mulagunas and Uttaragunas.

Mulagunas

are eight: abstention from wine, meat, honey, and five kinds
of fruits such as Udumbara, Asvatha, Plaka and Nyagrodh.
These are regarded as breeding ground of various living
organisms, visible and invisible. 3

- are
The Uttaragunas

12 in numbers and comprise 5 Anuvratas;
and 4 Sikslvratas.

the 3 gunavratas

Kanakamara discusses the 5 Anuvratas

^
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etc. in V sandhi of 12th Kadavaka:
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The vratas are generally meant for £ravaka^f who has to
practise all these vratas to become correct spiritual
follower of Jainism.

This is quite understandable; but

in Karakanda Cariu the vratas were administered even on
the elephant.

The elephant was Suvega in his previous birth.

The elephant was aproached by Araitavega in the garb of an
ascetic.

The elephant which was Suvega/ the brother

of Amitavega.
Suvegal

Amitavega talks to the elephant, ttO listen

You have had troubles of many kinds.

You practise

penance with hypocrisy which is rooted on fable belief.
By that strong sin, you have become an elephant.”

Amitavega

in the form of ascetic spoke soft words to the elephant,
"fto not abandon the Right Faith (Samyaktva) by means of which
you would obtain pure knowledge'/*

The importance of Samyaktva

has been elaborately discussed in Ratnakarandaka ^ravakacara
of Samantabhadra, who like all other jain philosophers, is
influenced by Kundakundacarya's works.

Acarya Kundakunda

states the importance of Samyaktva in his Darsana Pahuda.5
Samyaktva is the root of virtue.

Right faith is an insight

into the nature of things as they are.

Virtues are no

virtues, if they are not based on Right Faith.

The same

concept of Samyaktva and its inalienable moral side has
been beautifully explained by Mighanandi.
him Samyaktva is the path for Moksa. £
Samyaktva is Mithyatva.

According to

The antithesis of

Kanaklmara, true to his Stirling
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devotion for the teachings of jain acaryas, like Kundakunda,
Samantabhadra» Akalanka etc., elucidates the significance of
all these vratas: Gunavratas and Siksa vratas; while practis•

•

ing, one has to worship the Tlrthahkaris with several objects
of worshipping.

The worship of Tlrthahkaris is to be aware

of one’s own soul-force.

The concept of worship (puja) is

of two types: Dravya puja and Bhava puji.

The worship of

Tirthaiikara with objects^and contemplation of the concept of
Tlrthaftkara without the objects, is Bhavapuja.

There are

controversies regarding the method of worship of Tirthankaras.
Kundakunda has advocated the worship of Tlrthahkara with
Astadravyas.

We find Tiloyapannatti of Yativrasabha (around

6th Cent.A.D.) mentioning the objects of puji,

But no body

has described in detail the mode of worshipping Tirthankaras
like Somadeva in Yas'astilaka.

n

The concept of worship is not based upon any attempt
to propitiate any god; a true jain worships an image of
Arihanta.

An elaborate method of worshipping the idol of

Tirthahkara was developed in due course through out India.
Such worship consists of six items - bearing aaoration of
the idol, hymns salient prayer, japa, meditation.

The

ceremonial bathing and adoration of the idol are closely
connected.

The idol is bathed with fragrant water,

clarified butter, and the juice of wines, dates, coconut
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milk and annointed with various pastes and compounds made
from sandal, aloe-wood, cardamoms, cloves and kamkolaberries,
1008 pitcher filled with water and decorated with flowers
i

and leaves are kept ready for bathing ceremony, accompanied
by the recitation of Mantras.

8

The elephant in Karakanda

Cariu (V,12) pours water on idol of Tlrthahkara as if it
were performing Puji as man does.

The effect of worship

with Samyaktva, would result in remembering the previous
births; some acquire Samyakdarsana immediately.^ The
worship of Tirthankara is thus not unrewarding.

The

elephant as stated above had dropped the water and lotuses;
it be-took himself to the Right faith with determination
and with complete renunciation, having concentrated himself
upon Lord with pure thoughts, that Khecar^ (Apabhram^a
Khayaru) the elephant became a Sura in the 3rd heaven:
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The practice of jainism through the ritual of worshipping
Jain idols with the objects (Astadravyas), demand the need
for the strict observance of vratas.
vratas in sandhi V 12.

Kanakamara refers to

A general account of vratas and

their types and conditions of practising these vows, bringing
out at the same time, the efficacious outcome of these vratas
has been extensively discussed in the narrative literature
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on Jainism.

10

We shall deal with the statement and evalua

tion of the virtues which have been exposed and interpreted
by various jain philosophers.
to improve one's conduct.

The chief aim of vratas is

Conduct is the manifestation of

inner faith in actionf) of moral values cherished by an
individual.

Jainism has prescribed rules of conduct separately

for (1) the house-holder or &ravaka and (2) the ascetic or
Muni.

The main purpose is the realisation of Moksa. German

scholar Jacobi observes, "Jain ethics has for end, the
realisation of Nirvana or Moksa.

The necessary condition

for reaching this end is the possession of Right faith,
Right knowledge and Right conduct... to effect this, the
rules of conduct must be observed and corresponding virtues
must be acquired."

Of first importance are the Mahavratas,

the first four of which are also acknowledged, by Brahmanas
and Buddhists.

The five great vows - Mahavratas are: Ahimsa,

Satya, Asteya, Brahmacarya, Aparigraha.

These vows are to be

<r

strictly observed by monks.

Sravakas, however, should observe

these vratas so far as their circumstances permit.

The five

vratas of the Sravakas - house-holders are called Anuvratas
- small vows.

The importance of Anuvrata has been discussed

by Kanakamara in V, 12, 1.

Before Kanakamara, the significance

of Anuvratas has been stated by Samantabhadra in his Ratnakarandaka Sravakacar, Verse 63,

According to Samantabhadra,

the Anuvratas without the tinge of aticaras (excesses) will
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lead a stricft follower of these vratas, to the heaven, he
will enjoy eight (supernatural powers) jfraddhi^ besides
Anima, Mahima, Laghima, Garima, Prapti, Prakainya, isitva,
Valitva.
(1) Anima: To assume small form of once body.
(2) Garima:

To become huge body, as if inflated form

of the body.
(3) Laghima:
(4) Prlpti:

To be feather weight body.
A power with which to touch the Mount Meru

top with finger tip.
(5) Prakamya or Pragalbhya:

A piculiar spiritual power

with which one can walk into the water, just as one walks
on the land.
(6) isitva: To become lord of three worlds.
(7) Vasitva:

To seduce or attract others.

(8) Kamarupitva:

To assume many forms at one time.

Umaswamy has defined Nissalyo vrati - the votary is free from
stings.

The house-holder observe^ the small vows.

elaborates the meaning of Anuvrata 13

Pujyapada
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Since the house-holder cannot desist from all sins
completely, he observes the vrata in a small way.

This is

applicable to all the five vratas.

Anuvratas,

Besides these

there are suplimentary vratas also - abstaining from activity
with involving purposeful sin; fasting at regular intervals,
limiting consumable and not consumable things and partaking
of one's food after offering food to an ascetic, are the
minor suplimentary vows. 14

The three Gunavratas are Digvrata,

Anarthadapda vrata and Bhogopabhoga Parimana.

These are

intended to have restraining influence of long duration on
the activities of a ^ravaka, so that he is saved from
transgressing other vows.

These are supplementary vows

which aid the individual in his observance of the Anuvratas.
A brief exposition of these vratas is necessary here in view
of fact, that Kanakaraara has shown in Karakanda Cariu that
even an elephant could observe the Anuvratas successfully
and fruitfully.

The vratas have a decisive and remoulding

capacity in any one, who piously translates these vratas
in his life.

Hence an attempt will be made here to project the value
of vratas:

Digvrata:

There are ten directions, according to Jainism;

the Digvratas are propounded with the view not to transgress
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limited area since one would commit sin, because one would be
more and more curious to acquire more and more wealth and
ignoring the limits of his life is necessities.

Samantabhadra

describes the characteristics of Digvrata in Ratnakarandaka
^ravakacara.'1'5 According to Prabhacandra Digvratas are
followed until one's death

4*d *JT3ciJ ) and with a view

to eliminate even small sins ( RWFq'T'Pl ^TTHFtr fa faiqrijs? )
c-

o\

The plain fact is that one should be able to exercise selfrestraints in all matters, in relation to the area beyond
the limits.

There is no occasion for ignoring the vratas.

One has to think of one's own occupation and his require
ments.

Thereby there should be a limit to one's own greed.

Second vrata is Anarthadandavrata.

Samantabhadra characterises

Anarthadandavrata in Ratnakarandaka verse 74:
-faTfWR§^trgq^ IteraqrnPTT: I

It imports that having once determined the limits under the
Digvrata, it is not correct to commit any sinful act in one's
mind, in speech, and in ka^ya that within the limits of the
directions set up by oneself, one should obstain from all
such acts of sin, so that the cause of religion is not
checked and curtailed.

The conditions that are laid down

in this direction that one should not keep birds, and animals
like cocks, cats, dogs, vicious elements nor weapons of injury,
like spears, axe, swords; not only that, he should be away
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from dirty gossips and evil thoughts.
Samantabhadra states five types of Anarthadanda vrata:
■RTq'^T^: Jlrft: M I
TTE:
VJ
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(1) Papopadeia:

It consists in giving advice resulting

in sinful activities which will cause pain and sufferings
to animals and birds, such advices should not be given.
(2) Hiftsadana:

This means that presenting such weapons

which will be useful for causing himsa.

These implements are

sword, bow, shackle, poison, fire, explosives, gun etc.
(3) Apadhyana:

Cherishing ideas of evil against others,

such as misery, calamity, death befalling other persons,
hateful or spiteful attitude towards other people is itself
a sin.
(4) Dushrati:

Listening to or expounding such topics

which arouse false faith, anger, hatred and lust.

Repeated

hearing of stories about fantacies with terror - stricken
episodes will create psychological aberrations, thereby the
eliminating one's own right beliefs.

Several cases testify

to the pernicious effect of Dushrati.
(5) Pramada Caryai

It consists in indulging in unnece

ssary activities - cutting vegetation, enkindling fire,
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throwing stones, all purposeless activities, water courses,
watching bull fighting and cock fights.

Several jain

writers like Ratnlkara (Ratnakara Sataka-74), Nayasena
(Dharmamrta-X, 202-204), Pampa (Adipurana 6-8), Vijayanna
(Dvadasanuprekse - Dhartnanuprekse 29-32), Santinatha
(Sukumara Caritam V-44), Madhura (Dharmanstha purana 1,32)
and several others have elaborated the ethical value of the
vratas.

The transgression's of Anarthadanda (obstinence from
commission of any sin in mind, by speech or in conduct)
are five aticaras

16

as stated in Ratnakarandaka:
✓

*
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(1) Kandarpa means using vulgur language which will
provoke lust or infatuation in oneself or in others; derisive
or hateful language should^ avoided.
(2) Koutkucya: Means to commit hateful acts provoked by
vulgur words or actions.
(3) Mokharya:

Indulging in vulgur talk and displaying
/

conningness vanity.
(4) Atiprasadhana:

To possess more and more things

actual ne^d for them.
(5) Asamiksadhikarana;

Relating to a useless mental or

physical activities which provoke hatred and anger.

Sometimes
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they result in .^upsetting of mental ^equipoise and equili
brium .

The third Gunavrata is Bhogopabhoga Parimana.

This

vrata states that the use of articles of luxury should be
curtailed.

It is of two kinds - Niyama according to which

there should be a limit or reduction of number of articles
of food or drink.

The second is yama which advocates

abstinance from use of articles for life which are unnecessary
and luxurious too.

This vrata also has AticSras.

Visaya-

sivato-anupeksa means one should control and reduce sensual
pleasures.
Anusmrati:

Remembering the past experiences of sensual

pleasures.
Atiloulya:

Means indulging in excessive pleasures.

Atitrsna:

Means thirst for enjoyment in future.

Anubhava:

Entertaining thoughts of pleasure emotionly,

Somadeva estimates the value of Gunavrata and Anarthadandas,
one of the Gunavratas:

“By renouncing the Anarthadandas,

the devotee earns the friendships of all creatures and
becomes their lord.

Deceptions and violence practised at

the instance of the othersy

The overloading at beasts

burden and causing excessive suffering to them amount to
violation of this vow.
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Kanakamara has emphatically insisted on the observance
of £iksa vratas along with Anuvratas and Gunavratas.

Anu

vratas aim at finding a solution for the evils of daily life
and action, the Gunavratas leads the value of obstinance in
all daily activities.

The Siksavratas enable the mind and

prescribe definite way of developing our knowledge of
religious works, leading to firm conviction in the power
of Right Faith and knowledge.

It is a sure way for rigorous

life of an ascetic.

m

/

^

Siksa Vratas
.-

-«

.. ...

—

The doctrine of vratas is a central philosophy of
jain ethics.

All vratas aim at self improvement, self

realisations purity of life leads to subsidence (Upashama),
subsidence-cum-d'estruction (ksay^pa£ama) and destruction
(ksaya).
»

The Anuvratas and Gunavratas help the spiritual
*

•

adherent to overcome the evils of daily life by restraining
the excesses in our daily work, food habits and enjoyment
of life.

The $>ilcsivratas, if followed scrupulously,

increase our knowledge of scriptures and at the same time
purify our emotions and enlarge our vision,

Siksavratas

stress strengthen our Samyaktva like other vratas.

Siksa

vratas also help us to renounce worldly attachments leading
to strictly disciplined and regulated life of asceticism.
Kanakamara Muni has referred to efficacious rule of refining
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and enriching our spiritual life.

The value of Siksa vratas

was critically, elaborately and comprehensively discussed
by Somadeva in his \_Yasastilaka Book VIII.

In Karakanda

Cariu the treatment of Siksavrata may not be as detailed
and illustrative as in Yasastilaka by Somadeva,

But the

main story of Karaganda depicts the results of Anuvratas,
Gunavratas and Siksavratas.

The Vratas have incipient

touch of every segment of life.
in moulding the process of life.
life.

They are basically dynamic
No Vrata no change in

This may sound being too rigid a formula at its

face value.

But the characters in Karakanda Cariu and

Yasastilaka they splendidly attest to the fact, that it is
due to Vratas and particularly Siksavratas, that the life
in its true aspects enriches and sublimates spiritually.
An elaborate discussion of Siksavrata is a must.

Samanta-

bhadra, in his Ratnakarandaka Sravakacara has stated as
«

r
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Desavakasika Vrata binds an individual to move in parti
cular area.

He should not stick to one's place, otherwise

this vrata will be of the category of MahSvrata, the rigid
vow of an ascetic.

This is practised with this end in

view that he should observe at the same time Anuvratas too.
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According to Samantabhadra, by restricting the period of
movement and also the area, he will be a votary of the Anuvratas also.

Hence the Munis to be very selective about

the area and calculative regarding the period of their stay.

Kanakamara has beautifully presented the value of
^
X *7
Anuvrata, Gunavrata and Siksavrata.

Anuvrata in its

subtle form is Mahivrata itself:

-
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Regarding the value of Samayika he asserts that he who
eschews distressful and violent feelings, is a good man
and he who observes the four grief-removing fasts in a
month, on the two eighth and fourteenth days and who makes
liberal donations to the creatures and sick people is a
pious Sravaka prepares himself for heaven:
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K.C.IX,23, 1-5 & 9-10.
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As we were discussing,the
Siksivrata, the second Siksavrata1
*

Samayika is the very effective vrata in the thical life of
p

Munis.

Samantabhadra defines Samayika as complete obstinance

frorirthe commission of the sins in mind, thought and action
during the fixed time, without reference to the limits of
space:
\D

\fl
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The word Samaya is used in the sense of Sapatha (commit).
Acara (correct conduct), Siddhanta (doctrine), Kala (time),
Niyama (limitation of worldly enjoyment), Avasara (opportu
nity).

The observance of this vrata endows the practice of

the five Anuvratas with perfection as the house-holder is
then free from all activities, occupational or physical.
According to Amrtacandra the practice of Simayika leads
to self-realisation.
sinful activities.

It will make a man to discard all
Slmayiki brings about equipoise and

mental concentration on the Atman.

The individual,

intending to observe the vrata, must not be inferior to
any one or has any moments of anxiety.
avoid spitting or blowing his nose.

He should try to

A layman engaged in

the practice of Samayika looks like an ascetic but for his
clothes.

Whereas Kanakainara discusses the comparative need of
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Samayika for religious practice, Somadeva works out and
broadens the concept of Samayika, including worship of
the Arhat with or without the idol, worship of the saGred
scriptures by singing in praise of Sarasvati. Through this
method the spiritual aspirant should absorb himself in the
meditation of the self.

Both Samantabhadra and Amrtacandra

are of the view that Samayika should be practised when the
aspirant is observing full or partial fast.

He should thin'k

of causes of transmigration of the soul and meditate ©n
the pathway to salvation.

The object of Samayika is to

withdraw mentally from turmoils of daily life.

By subduing

from all the distracting forces of emperical life, one
attains the level of supreme concentration of mind, a
favourable factor for meditation.
with Puja and other rituals.

Sometimes it is associated

Somadeva discusses how the

adherents worship the godess Sarasvati.

The adoration of

^rutadevata brings to close Samayika or customary worship
ending with devote prayer to Jina.

In Karakanda Cariu

also the godess Padmavatl was invoked.

RativegT completed

her Vrata when she felt uneasy, she invoked the godess in
soft and subdued tones.

She worships the godess

with

fruits, flowers, eatables and honoured with a fast on the
first day.

Rativega concentrated herself with devotion,

thought of the godess with a firm mind.

STfriUT0! mnrfcT -m fb^SFTW ^
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K.C.VII, 12, 10.
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Prosadhopavasa
This is the second Siksavrata enjoining the Sadhaka to
observe religious fasting on four days of the month.

One

should abstain from bodily decorations with ornaments,
perfumes and devote| oneself to religious meditation in a
quite
temple or in a calm and/place. The inner spirit cannot become
pure without the mortification of the body.
fire can purify gold?

In the words of Somadeva -

*mcnrffci T4

V)

What else but

fcRT

i

Jacobi's expression is noteworthy here:

"The Jainas have

developed it (fasting) to a kind of art and reached a remarkable proficiency in it;

19

sucess in observing the obligatory

duties, results in the efficacy of the religious fasting."
On these days the time should be spent in Samayika and
reading of scriptures.

According to Samantabhadra there

are three modes of fasting - Uttama, Madhyama and Jaghanya.

The fourth siksavrata is Vaiyavrtya also known as
Atithi-Samvibhaga vrata which consists in offering alms to
an ascetic on his going round for alms.

The Vrata pre

supposes a duty on the part of the Sravaka to serve the
ascetic.

Vaiyavratya has been defined by Somadeva in his

Ya£astilaka as follows:

3fTf^rrf4f^Ttr frotR
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This vrata implies service with the sincere devotion to jain
religious teachers distinguished for their austerities and
learning.

Danavidhi consists according to the Digambaras

of nine elements - Pratigraha or welcoming an ascetic ©n
seeing him at a distance with the words Namostu^tistha,
offering him a seat of honour, washing his feet with reverence,
worshipping with flowers, lamp and making him Pranama.

The

offering of food should be made with purity of mind, speech
and body. The giver must be a man of faith, devotion,
detachment and dedication. Dana is of the^our kinds:
(1) Abhaya is a highest gift and the wise should give the
first place to affording protection to all living creatures;
(2) The second Dina or charity is gift of food to feed Jain
sadhus; (3) Gift of medicine to the needy; (4) Gift of
literature (sacred literature or classical works on jainism).
In this connection an important definition of Samantabhadra
has to be noted:
WFt: qfhqffm WRPPTTOTffecR
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7. Book 8, 83 and 87.
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9. See also Tiloyapannatti, III Chapter, verses 251, 252.
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10. It is interesting to note the comparitive connotation
of these two words: Sanskrit vrata and Greek word vitrous.
The exact connotation of these two words is quite similar,
almost identical. The same meaning and force is expressed
by German word "Tugend". Noun made from the verb ’Tugen’
to push. In Greek philosophy the doctrine of virtues
has been elaborately discussed by Aristotle. In his
Ethics, Book I, and Book II, he elaborated the doctrine
of virtues. Uberweg observes in his history of Philosbphy
Vol.I, "All virtues are either ethical or dianoetic.
Ethical virtue is that permanent direction of the will
or state of mind, which guards the mean proper for us,
as determined for us by the reason of the intelligent...
The hightest among the ethical virtues - justice or
righteousness." Uberweg, History of Philosophy, Vol.I,
p .169.
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Similarly Kannada writer Ayatavarma (1400 A.D.) Sstafes
the importance of Anuvratas as follows:
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13. Sarvartha Siddhi, edited by Pandit Phoolacandra, p.3p&.
14. Tattvartha Sutra, 721, See also-Sarvartha §-iddhi ©m thre
same.
15. Ratnakarandaka Srlvakacar, 68.
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17. K.C., IX, 22, 23, 24.
18. K.C., VII, 12, 1-10.
19. Studies in Jainism, page 33.

